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Impact of acute static-stretching on the optimal height in drop jumps
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**Abstract**—This study analyzed the effect of static stretching on performance during drop jumps. Furthermore, we investigated if a reduction in drop height would compensate the stretching-caused alterations. Ten physically active male subjects performed drop jumps at four different drop heights without static stretching for the optimal drop height determination. After, they performed drop jumps on two drop heights with static stretching previously. The jump height, contact time and reactive strength index were significantly affected by static stretching. However, only the contact time was significantly improved by the reduction in drop height with previous static stretching. Our results suggest that the decrement in performance after static stretching could be partially compensated by a reduction in drop height, which decreases the contact time near a non-stretching jump condition. This can be explained by the lower landing velocity and, possibly, the smaller reduction in the activation of the plantar flexors muscles. In conclusion, the reduction in drop height seems to be interesting after a static stretching session, aiming to expose the athletes to lower impact forces to maintain jump performance.
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**Resumo**—“Impacto agudo do alongamento estático sobre a altura ideal de queda no salto em profundidade.” O presente estudo analisou o efeito do alongamento estático sobre o desempenho no salto em profundidade. Adicionalmente, foi investigada a redução na altura de queda poderia compensar as alterações causadas pelo alongamento prévio. Dez homens fisicamente ativos realizaram o salto em profundidade em quatro alturas de queda diferentes sem alongamento estático prévio, para determinação da altura de queda ideal, em duas alturas com o alongamento prévio. A altura de salto, o tempo de contato e o índice de força reativa foram significativamente afetados pelo alongamento estático. Contudo, apenas o tempo de contato foi significativamente melhorado com a redução na altura de queda do salto após o alongamento. Nossos resultados sugerem que a diminuição no desempenho após o alongamento pode ser parcialmente compensada com uma redução na altura de queda, diminuindo o tempo de contato para valores próximos ao salto sem alongamento prévio. Isso pode ser explicado pelo menor velocidade de aterrissagem e, possivelmente, pela menor redução na ativação dos músculos flexores plantares. Assim, a diminuição na altura de queda parece ser interessante após a realização do alongamento estático, visando submeter os atletas a menores forças de impacto e manter o desempenho do salto.
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**Resumen**—“Impacto agudo del estiramiento estático sobre la altura óptima de caída en el salto en profundidad.” En este estudio se analizó el efecto del estiramiento estático sobre el rendimiento en saltos en profundidad. Además, se investigó si una reducción de la altura de caída compensaría las alteraciones causadas por el estiramiento previo. Diez hombres físicamente activos realizaron el salto en profundidad en cuatro alturas diferentes de caída sin estiramiento estático, para la determinación de la altura de caída óptima y en dos alturas con el estiramiento estático previo. La altura del salto, el tiempo de contacto y el índice de fuerza reactiva fueron afectados significativamente por el estiramiento estático. Sin embargo, sólo el tiempo de contacto mejoró significativamente por la reducción de la altura de caída del salto, después del estiramiento. Nuestros resultados sugieren que la disminución en el rendimiento después del estiramiento estático, podría ser parcialmente compensada con una reducción en la altura de caída, disminuyendo el tiempo de contacto para
Introduction

Plyometric training is considered to be an effective method to increase muscle power of the lower limbs (Miller, Hermiman, Ricard, Cheatham, & Michael, 2006; Thomas, French, & Hayes 2009). Drop jump is characterized by a stretch-shortening cycle, in which an eccentric contraction is followed by a concentric contraction (Spurrs, Murphy, & Watsford, 2003). The stretch -shortening cycle seems to increase power generation when performed quickly in the concentric action partly due to a return of the elastic energy stored by the passive structures of the muscle-tendon unit during the eccentric contraction (Malisoux, Francaux, Nielens, & Theisen 2006).

Although there are several exercises involving stretch-shortening cycle, such as the countermovement jump (Bradley, Olsen, & Portas 2007) and the hurdle jump (Vis-sing et al., 2008), previous studies have suggested that the plyometric exercises, as the drop jump is one of the most important exercises to optimize the stretch-shortening cycle (Byrne, Moran, Rankin, & Kinsella 2010; Kyröläinen et al., 2004; Markovic, 2007). An important aspect that has been considered for prescription of the drop jump training is the initial drop height. For example, Laflaye, Bardy, and Taïar (2006) observed that jump performance was higher when a 60-cm initial drop height was used compared with a 30-cm initial drop height. In addition, Ball, Stock, and Scurr (2010) conducted a study analyzing drops from 20, 40 and 60 cm and found that the increase in drop height enhances the vertical ground reaction force, impulse and contact time. Thus, it is important to identify an optimal drop height, which has been largely identified as the drop height that provides either the highest jump height or the shortest contact time during the propulsive phase (Byrne et al., 2010). Moreover, the optimal drop height could also be determined by a reactive strength index, which is defined as the jump height divided by the contact time (Young & Elliot, 2001).

It is interesting to note that factors other than drop height alone can also affect drop jump training. For example, static stretching (SS) seems to negatively affect the performance on drop jump (Behm & Kibele, 2007), possibly by an alteration in the muscle length-tension relationship, which changes the ability of the muscle-tendon unit to store elastic energy (Cramer et al., 2004). Indeed, Fletcher and Monte-Colombo (2010) showed that a static stretching bout decreases the drop jump performance (45.2 ± 3.7 cm) compared to both dynamic stretching (48.0 ± 4.9 cm) and nonstretching warm-up (47.5 ± 5.6 cm). Additionally, a lower reactive strength index was obtained in drop jump after SS condition compared to proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation and nonstretching conditions, as showed by Young and Elliot (2001). Then, it is reasonable to expect that SS, due a decrement in the power generation ability, would reduce jump height and increase contact time and, consequently, change the optimal drop height.

From a practical standpoint, in despite of several athletes and coaches have been included dynamic stretching exercises as part of their warm-up routines, based on recent findings regarding acute detrimental effects of SS on force and power production (Fletcher & Monte-Colombo, 2010), in some modalities that require static stances in stretched positions the SS is an essential portion of a training session. Thus, athletes of modalities that require high levels of both muscle power and flexibility (e.g., gymnastics) may be interested in results indicating whether they should train with a lower drop height after SS to optimize jump performance. However, to our knowledge, the impact of SS on the optimal drop height remains unknown.

Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have investigated the impact of SS, which is a key exercise in some modalities, on the optimal drop height on drop jumps, an important factor to be considered in training prescription. Thus, the aim of the present study was to analyze whether the performance on drop jump is acutely diminished by SS and whether a decrease in the drop height would compensate this deleterious effect. We hypothesized that acute SS would decrease the jump height and increase the contact time. Consequently, a reduction in the drop height will compensate the SS effects, leading to a better performance after a reduction in the optimal drop height.

Methods

Participants

Ten physically active male volunteers (age 24.3 ± 4.7 years; height 178.1 ± 5.6 cm; weight 74.4 ± 7.2 kg) participated in this study. They were engaged in regular physical activities for a minimum of 1 year prior to the study, and they were free of any lower extremity injuries. Their activities include resistance exercises and running up to 3 times a week, but none of the volunteers were familiar with the drop jump. All participants received verbal explanation about the possible benefits and risks associated with the study and signed an informed consent form before participation. This investigation was approved by the School of Physical Education and Sports Ethics Committee for Human Studies from the University of São Paulo.
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Experimental approach to the problem

Previous findings suggested that performance in drop jumps is indicative of muscle power and that SS acutely decreases performance in this form of exercise. Thus, we were interested in analyzing if the acute SS would reduce the performance on optimal drop height and if a reduction on drop height will compensate the SS effects. To reach this goal, all of the participants visited the laboratory on six different days (figure 1). They performed the following tests: 1) anthropometric measures and familiarization at two different drop heights; 2) familiarization in two other drop heights; 3 and 4) performance evaluation on the four drop heights for the determination of the optimal drop height without previous SS (CON); 5) drop jump at optimal drop height preceded by SS (SS1) to verify the effects of SS on performance and; 6) drop jump at drop height 20 cm below the optimal drop height preceded by SS (SS2) to verify if a lower starting height could correct any deleterious effect of the SS. The drop heights in the familiarization (sessions 1-2) and tests (sessions 3-4 and 5-6) were performed in a counterbalanced manner. They were conducted at the same time of day with intervals of at least 48 hours between the sessions. The participants were instructed to refrain from exhaustive exercise for 24 hours preceding testing sessions and to maintain the same dietary habits throughout the study.

Familiarization and optimal drop height determination

Before each familiarization and optimal drop height determination sessions, the participants warmed up for 5 minutes at 70 W on a cycle ergometer. Thereafter, 3 jumps at each drop height were performed with a 30-seconds rest interval between the jumps and a 2-minutes rest interval between the two different heights (Fletcher & Monte-Colombo, 2010). The drop heights used were 20, 40, 60 and 80 cm, but only two drop heights were tested per session. The order of the drop heights was randomly defined. The participants were instructed to jump as fast and as high as they could (Young & Elliot, 2001) and to perform all jumps with their hands on the hips. The jumping tests were conducted on a contact mat (MultiSprint, Hidrofit, Brazil) to measure the contact time and the flight time, which were used to estimate the jump height. The best reactive strength index among the three jumps for a particular height was considered to determine the optimal drop height (equation 1). This variable was chosen because it was a good way to evaluate the ability to develop maximal force into a minimal time interval, which is an important characteristic in most sports (Zatsiorsky & Kraemer, 2007).

\[ \text{RSI} = \frac{\text{JH}}{\text{CT}} \]

Equation 1. Equation of the reactive strength index used in the optimal drop height determination. RSI: reactive strength index; JH: jump height; CT: contact time

Flexibility and static stretching bout

The SS routines comprised six different exercises for the lower leg, which have been reported elsewhere (Samogin Lopes, Menegon, Franchini, Tricoli, & Bertuzzi, 2010). Briefly, the exercises consisted of: 1) Unassisted straight-leg stand and toe touch; 2) assisted thigh stretching; 3) unassisted standing quadriceps stretching; 4) unassisted hamstrings and back stretching; 5) unassisted hurdler’s stretching and; 6) assisted quadriceps and hip stretching. Each exercise was performed three times, and the stretching position was maintained for 30 seconds. A 30-seconds rest interval was taken between sets. The intensity was set at a point where the individual verbally reported mild discomfort, which was established as a score of 7 on Borg CR10 scale (Borg, 1998). The total duration of a SS session was approximately 30 minutes. It has been demonstrated that this stretching protocol causes significant decreases in muscle strength, but is effective to improve lower limbs flexibility (Behm & Kibele, 2007).

The flexibility sit-and-reach test was applied before and immediately after SS to assess the efficacy of SS to improve flexibility of the lower limbs (Baltaci, Um, Tunay, Besler, & Gerçek, 2003). The participants sat with their bare feet pressed against the sit-and-reach box with their knees extended and their right hand positioned over the left. They were asked to push a ruler transversally located over the box as far as possible. Three trials were performed and the best score was used for statistical analyses.

Drop jump after static stretching

After each SS routine, three drop jumps were performed as soon as possible (~60 seconds after SS). The jump tests were conducted in the same manner as were the nonstretching sessions. The best reactive strength index was used for statistical analyses.
Most studies have suggested a strength deficit induced by previous stretching exercises. For example, Bradley et al. (2007) observed an acute reduction of 4% in vertical jump height after SS in male college students. Additionally, Power, Behm, Cahill, Carroll, and Young (2004) showed increase in contact time after SS.

Results

The optimal drop height was found at 60.0 ± 18.9 cm. The jump height, contact time and reactive strength index at the optimal drop height were 38.0 ± 5.0 cm, 0.386 ± 0.130 s and 109.99 ± 44.04 cm.s⁻¹, respectively.

As expected, the SS routine effectively improved lower limb flexibility in both SS1 (30.4 ± 10.5 vs. 34.2 ± 9.5 cm) and SS2 (29.5 ± 10.0 vs. 33.5 ± 9.6 cm before and after stretching, respectively, p < 0.05), but there were no differences in the flexibility improvements between the sessions.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the jump height, contact time and reactive strength index among CON, SS1 and SS2. Jump height (Figure 2a) and reactive strength index (Figure 2c) were significantly higher in CON than in both SS1 and SS2, but there were no differences between SS1 and SS2. However, contact time (Figure 2b) was increased in SS1 compared with CON, but there were no differences between CON and SS2 or between SS1 and SS2.

The effect size values are shown in Table 1. The effect sizes between CON and SS1 and between CON and SS2 were classified as small for jump height and trivial for both contact time and reactive strength index. Additionally, the effect size values between SS1 and SS2 were classified as trivial for the three parameters.

Discussion

The present study was designed to analyze whether performance-related parameters of drop jump (jump height, contact time and reactive strength index) are acutely diminished by SS and whether these parameters are enhanced after a decrease in the drop height. As expected, jump height, contact time and reactive strength index were negatively influenced by SS. However, the main finding of the present study was that only the contact time returned to a value similar to the CON after a reduction in the drop height after the participants performed an identical SS protocol.
SS and subsequent decreases over 2 h poststretching period. Our results are in agreement with the literature because we have noted a decrease in jump height and an increase in contact time after SS. These findings could be explained by deleterious effects caused by SS on the utilization of the elastic energy stored in the stretch-shortening cycle (Hough; Ross & Howatson, 2009; Power et al., 2004) and an alteration in the sensitivity of the shortening reflex (Rosenbaum & Hennig, 1995).

The reactive strength index was reduced when SS was performed prior to drop jump and remained reduced when the drop height was decreased. Likewise, the jump height was greater in the CON than in the two stretching conditions. Nevertheless, the contact time was the only parameter that was significantly influenced by a reduction in the drop height. The contact time was reduced by SS but returned to CON values after a reduction in drop height. This suggests that a change in the initial height and consequently the impact load mainly affects the braking phase and the time spent in strength production but has no effect on the push-off phase, i.e., jump height. Thus, when the drop height is kept equal for CON after a SS protocol, the initial braking phase requires an increased time for deceleration.

The reduction in the contact time after SS2 suggests that the ODH should be reduced when SS is performed prior to jumps, especially when the contact time is the main performance-related parameter. This could be explained by the fact that during the fall the body is exposed to gravitational acceleration. Thus, in greater drop heights the individual lands at a greater velocity, requiring more eccentric force production to break the movement (Gollhofer & Kyrolainen, 1991). Based on our results, in conditions where the muscles are previously stretched, it seems that a decrease in drop height enabled a more efficient eccentric contraction, which demanded less time to alter the movement direction and a minor contact time. It is possible that the contact time was restored with the reduction in drop height during SS2 because it may have reduced any negative effects from the stretch-induced force deficit, such as the ability of the muscle-tendon unit to store elastic energy (Cramer et al., 2004). Additionally, because the activation of the plantar flexor muscles is diminished by both SS (Fowles, Sale, & Macdougall, 2000) and excessive drop heights (Leukel, Taube, Gruber, Hodapp, & Gollhofer, 2008), probably to prevent tendomuscular injuries (Gollhofer et al., 1991; Leukel et al., 2008), the reduction in drop height could result in a lower inhibition of muscle activation, which results in faster power production and a lower contact time.

Table 1. Effect size values for jump height, contact time and reactive strength index between the three experimental conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CON vs. SS1</th>
<th>CON vs. SS2</th>
<th>SS1 vs. SS2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jump height</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact time</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive strength index</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CON: jump without previous static stretching; SS1: drop jump at optimal drop height preceded by an SS exercise session; SS2: drop height 20 cm below the optimal drop height preceded by an SS exercise session.

In conclusion, SS seems to interfere negatively with drop jump performance by reducing the jump height and increasing the contact time. A reduction in drop height after SS modifies the contact time but not the jump height and reactive strength index. Our results suggest that when SS is used in training routines involving drop jump, the drop height should be decreased to maintain an ideal contact time. From a practical view point, during training sessions in which drop jump is being performed, the warm-up routines should be prescribed without SS exercises. Additionally, if the enhancement in contact time is the main objective of a particular session and the warm-up routine is composed of SS exercises, the optimal drop height should be altered to a lower height.
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